
Lynn. The 
lawyerbot that
saves you time.
Let Lynn do the standard work. Then you can move on to
the real legal challenges.



About Lynn Legal
We are lawyers who understand technology. More than 
anyone else, we know how to build software that adds 
value to practically all legal processes.

• Creates practical legal solutions

• By people who have a strong background in both the 
technical and legal field

• Years of experience in legal consultancy

• Operating in various sectors of industry, including 
government, healthcare and legal



About our AI-lawyer bot
Eighty percent of your work is standard, and that is 
a shame. Why should you spend so much time 
screening NDAs or processor agreements? Let 
Lynn do that for you.

Lynn is an artificial intelligence that reviews non-
disclosure agreements (NDAs) and data 
processing agreements (DPAs). Within only a 
couple of minutes, it gives you advice on every 
provision in your document: ‘acceptable’, 
‘doubtful’, or ‘unacceptable’. Lynn explains what 
the dealbreakers are and why, and also warns for 
other possible issues.

This new technology obtains its expertise from a 
database with knowledge derived from a neural 
network that is transformed into artificial 
intelligence. This neural network consists of a 
support vector machine, holding the contents of 
hundreds of pre-existing legal documents to map 
all existing interrelations.

That is how Lynn distinguishes favorable from 
unfavorable provisions and recognizes whether a 
document protects either one or both parties.



Why should I use Lynn?
• Every company has to deal with NDA’s and 

DPA’s on a daily basis, but there is often not 
enough time to review them all

• An NDA or DPA is usually pretty standard

• Lynn can do the preliminary work while the 
corporate lawyer picks up the complex 
business

• Lynn reduces turnaround time of (sales) deals



Lynn for your business
• Reviews according to your company policy 

• Your own classifications on approval or 
disapproval

• Manage your NDA’s

• Human review via simple workflow

• Mail and API integrations

• Secure access and GDPR compliant

• Custom AI: not only NDA’s, but also labour
contracts or settlement agreements



How does Lynn work?
1. Submit your document in Word, PDF, RTF or 

plain text

2. Automated online screening, response within 
approximately 2 minutes

3. No human intervention

4. Checked on more than 40 issues, from 
applicable law to GDPR, penalty provisions, 
security requirements, audits, etc.

5. Specific advice based on your position

6. Download annotated Word document



Crystal clear advice
After uploading the document, Lynn reviews it and 
gives a verdict: sign immediately, minor 
adjustments needed or major adjustments.

Lynn gives you a detailed report as well. This
report tells you which issues have been flagged as 
‘acceptable’, ‘doubtful’, or ‘unacceptable’.

If you’re a lawyer or not, everyone is able to use 
the Lynn service and read the advice.



Annotated documents
When you upload a Word document (docx), Lynn 
can modify its content. You will then receive both 
comments in the margin, and an adjusted clause in 
redline (or “comment tracking” in English).

• No need to add comments into the documents 
yourself

• Lynn will add the necessary comments to the 
Word document automatically

• Start negotiating right away



Customizable playbook
For paid accounts, you can set Lynn’s criticism, 
assessment, and estimations entirely as you wish. 
You can also determine what the advice should 
be: if a contract only contains a different choice of 
law, that might be acceptable without further 
negotiation, for example. A workflow where the 
contract goes straight to the lawyer is also 
possible.



Automated workflows
You can even give your business colleagues direct 
access: if Lynn finds the agreement, you do not 
have to look at it again. 

And if Lynn identifies a problem, Lynn will tell you 
about it by starting a human review workflow. 
Based on your settings, tasks will automatically be 
assigned to the right colleagues. In the meantime, 
the document is locked for usage.



How does Lynn work?
In technical terms, Lynn is a boosted trees machine 
learning ensemble. It analyzes groups of words for 
similar meaning, and so can compare found 
clauses with a database of thousands of 
alternatives and variants. 

These have been manually screened and 
classified by the experts at JuriBlox and 
consultancy ICTRecht: very strict, very long, and 
so on.

For more information you can read the technical 
paper by Lynn creator Arnoud Engelfriet.

https://juriblox.com/
https://ictrecht.nl/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3039353


Facts and figures
• NDA Lynn: over 14,000 NDAs reviewed since 

2017

• DPA Lynn: more than 1,000 processor 
agreements reviewed since early 2021

• More than 50,000 legal issues spotted and 
fixed in total

• Accuracy/F1-score: 0.95 (NDA Lynn) and 0.91 
(DPA Lynn)

• Average review time 46 seconds (NDA Lynn) 1 
minute 20 (DPA Lynn)

• More than 80% of the documents are accepted 
by clients, with minimal modifications at most



All advantages summed up
• Fast and accurate

• Lynn can be as strict or lenient as you want

• All reviewed documents are available through 
the control panel

• Usable immediately, even by your suppliers

• Points that need extra attention and output texts 
completely adjustable by choice

• Counteroffers are made based on best practice 
standard texts which greatly increases the 
chances of acceptance

• Assured against professional errors in the 
review



What do people say about Lynn

In my role as DPO at Parnassia Groep, I use DPALynn as first check for data processing 
agreements. I can tell it works really well and saves a lot of time. Within a couple of minutes, the 
lawyer bot extracts and reports all errors and risks from data processing agreements, and also
makes suggestions in the document I uploaded. Truly a solution that will save time for many 
DPOs and Privacy Officers and improves the quality (and thereby minimizes risks) of our DPAs.

Martin van Rijswijk, DPO at Parnassia Groep



What do people say about Lynn

We use NDALynn as a first check on our NDA’s. NDALynn is great in breaking down the NDA 
for you and quickly shows you which clauses you need to take a closer look at. Normally, 
reviewing the entire NDA would take us around 30 minutes, now that’s less than 10. I would 
highly recommend taking a closer look at what NDALynn can do for you.

Pieter van der Hoeven, Co-founder & CEO Clocktimizer



Pricing

Free

• Unlimited
documents

• Comments & text 
suggestions from 
the Lynn database

• Lynn branded output

€ 0 p/m

Basic

• 25 documents per 
year

• Comments & text 
suggestions from 
the Lynn database

• Customer branded 
output

• Custom playbook
• Workflows
• Private portal
• 1 user accounts

€ 29,50 p/m

Extended

• 100 documents per 
year

• Comments & text 
suggestions from 
the Lynn database

• Customer branded 
output

• Custom playbook
• Workflows
• Private portal
• 3 user accounts

€ 95,00 p/m

Enterprise

• Unlimited
documents

• Comments & text 
suggestions from 
customer database

• Customer branded 
output

• Custom playbook
• Workflows
• Private portal
• Unlimited user 

accounts

Let’s talk!



Human review
Is an accuracy of 90% or more not sufficient and 
are you looking for full reliability?

Lynn can send the documents to an experienced 
lawyer for a human review. Starting from € 60,- per 
document, including the use of Lynn.

Please contact us for more information!



Interested to know
more about Lynn?
Want to know everything about Lynn's functionalities? Want 
to know how Lynn can be applied in your organisation? Our
legal tech experts are happy to share their thoughts without 
any obligation. Lynn Legal B.V.

Jollemanhof 8a
1019 GW Amsterdam

+31 20 229 33 45
info@lynnlegal.aijuriblox.nllynnlegal.ai


